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It is very strange how, a few days before the election, President Trump suddenly
has come down with Coronavirus. The same goes for Melania Trump. One could
call this a strange misfortune, but given we know a bit better, one would assume
that this is nothing sort of "coincidence" given the times we are going through
with the rituals of the enemy at full throttle.

It is known that the Jews may have kissed ass to Trump, and he may have been
dual faced when it comes to dealing with things that involve them, and the jews
did not really like that. After the ass kissing the jews as usual went forward with
the general attacks they do. It doesn't take much of them to curse someone that
is causing them issues, even if it is one of them.

People say online that the "Chinese Virus" hit Trump on the "Chinese National
Day", that's true. But it also hit him when else? During the Jewish Holidays.
Basically, during Jewish Sukkot, and if it showed up today, maybe he got it during
Yom Kippur? High likely and coincidental.

As about the Jewish views on Biden, one only needs to look at the Jewish Media,
which loves Joe Biden too much. The least of the allegations about pedophilia
flying around for Trump, would be on the news 24/7, but when it comes to Biden,
such important things are skipped. That aside, the situation with the Coronavirus
is rather interesting.

It is clear to anyone with any remote opposition to them, they do not want them in
office. In the case of Trump, this wasn't even on purpose, but rather a series of
unfortunate "mistakes" that he did, and cost the enemy a lot of press and cover.

Another situation that sounded fishy but I did not share because it may have
been too far, was this: is it a coincidence the whole "Pandemic" thing happened
during Trump being in office and the economy doing well? We clearly saw this
collapsed the economy, but curiously so, it happened when the US was actually
having a good time financially, and after the enemy was too fed up with Trump
fucking up every so often. So given there were other attempts to slander and who
knows what else, maybe this "pandemic" situation being declared was essentially
a weapon to just destabilize the world enough to replace the bad apple that is on
the Washington Seat with someone they find more fitting? And meanwhile try to
do whatever else on top of that also such as promote JWO planning?

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=192842#p192842


Now Trump being infected, will cost him a lot of pressure in trying to win the
elections [if they don't pull a fast one and maybe even try an assassination as
other theories have supported before], Jews are probably thinking to themselves
now, that ((("This will make a good header for the goyim to be scared, the
President who didn't really want a second lockdown, dies from the CoVid goy, be
very scared, oy gevalt, lockdown forever goyim until we have your goyim chips
ready goyim"))).

Maybe the enemy believes that Biden will be a better tool for them to use with
less mistakes done that will cost them, but no matter what, the enemy's spiritual
foundation is breaking anyway. All these things clearly boil down to what people
have understood as the "Globalist Agenda". The enemy is at a crossroads now,
and the "let's deceive the goyim and try to progressively do our shit" option is
running out on its own time. People have figured it out.

It makes sense, therefore, the enemy will tend to become more and more radical
as time goes on. They will show no remorse on trying to fake an election, and as
we have seen over September, were it not for the rituals, everyone would
probably be on forced lockdown already. This was the brainwashing the enemy
was setting up all of Summer.

However, as they were confronted with a powerful move of Mars in Aries, they
understood that keeping the lockdown would probably end with them all dead by
the angry masses, so they were like, alright, let's loosen it up. And they lost even
more ground after this as people started figuring out more of what has been
going on with the lockdown and its related agendas it was carrying. Between the
two people of the election, Trump is the only one who said he will not allow a
second lockdown.

The real economy has been branded and called a "Worse than 1929" economy
many times over, and this is actually the case. It is being artificially kept up with
the printed and logistic money that is being put into it. But the real ramifications of
issues such as people losing their jobs or the close to an impossibility of finding a
job if there is another lockdown [for those unemployed] is all but very real.

This leads many people to the cliffs, and the enemy knows this very well. They
are probably enjoying it, too, but it has taken down many jews also, such as
Hollywood and many other things. The enemy is cutting a short bet to win a
longer one, that is, to see if the people are prone and open to the idea of being
enslaved, and testing out if they will be compliant to this.

Biden on the other hand would probably happily issue another Nation wide



lockdown. However, Trump coming down with Co-Vid may later serve as an
excuse of him either cowering in and changing his language on it, or probably, if
everything goes fine, consider it even more necessary to not issue a second
Lockdown, if he experiences the Coronavirus as nothing but a flu.

We really have to keep hammering these rituals in, as while the situation may
look "simple", the situation is really serious right now. This election, while plastic
as with most of them, is also rather symbolic and will also pave the way for what
we will experience in the remaining 4 years, at least on a social level.

Trump has committed serious "Offenses", such as calling out the secret agencies
[JFK was the only one who did this, and died], fiddling around with language that
jews have whined is "Anti-Semetic", and generally pressed many of the buttons
jews don't like Presidents to push. Jews believed that they were invisible and
much of their harassment in the US began after JFK started naming their jewish
secret societies.

JFK was stupid enough to have close jews to him in his circle, such as Monroe,
which basically reported everything he did to Jews. In the case of Trump, we
have the Chabad Kushner and some of his bloodline which is literally on the bed
with Rabbis. Jews made sure to exterminate all the family of JFK and they tend
to do these things because he was a Gentile and they are afraid of powerful
bloodlines. This happened through a mix of cursing, and a mix of using secret
services to assassinate JFK, while citing "Political necessities for the US" and
some other kosher crap they usually spill out. And all this took was simply him
naming something about "Secret Societies".

During Trump's office, the enemy has done some really stupid things, with even
Rothschild's son being exposed in Twitter, and calling those who are against him
"Enemy of the People" which is a common statement that was done by other
populists and came from Hitler.

Bill Gates literally being besieged for orchestrating the Pandemic Microchipping
Agenda and for endless other things, doesn't leave the enemy happy either. The
list has been endless of how many things have been exposed because of this.
The only reply the enemy had was just to try to censor everything worldwide and
just miserably fail at it.

Apparently the AI simulation Gates did run did not outperform the RTR or the
infinite wisdom of the Aether and the Gods, but as jews feel increasingly
helpless, they will bow more and more to their digital "god" so it can give them
more failures like this one. Most of the idols of the enemy have been besieged
and have died in the consciousness of the mass mind as is, from Helen to



Kimmel. The whole pandemic that was announced started a series of
"coincidences" many of which worked in our favor.

Many things depend on the Rituals we are doing. Involved here are matters such
as lockdowns, and other rights violation questions, such as if Governments have
the rights to just lock people in any moment they desire based on loose grounds
that are questioned by half of the (largely censored) medical community. Or other
questions such as if they are mandated to put a forced syringe up in people's
asses everytime they label something as whatever.

What base follows behind the two Candidates for the Presidency, has to do with
these questions. The Left, which was supposed to go bananas when rights
violations like these would happen [or at least pretend to do so], now will happily
and without any questions accept everything of any personal freedom violation
[including the freedom to personal health]. So long it serves them getting elected
or whatever.

Many of the left or Biden's followers are supportive of compulsory vaccination,
second lockdown, a thing that should be unheard of in any form of actual
"Leftism", since it violates all the ideas they have tried to sell they represented all
along. But since the "left and right" are defined by jews as is, we experience a
paradigm shift where it is actually the so called "Right Wingers" who now are
being "non compliant" in regards to vaccination.

The people who don't want a lockdown are exactly the same middle and lower
class people that the left pretends they "support". The only bitches who were fine
in the Lockdown were the likes of Meth Witch Madonna, living in super Mansions,
and kvetching the goyim has to be locked in lest the deadly virus spreads and
kills jewish queens like her. "Left" no longer means "working class" or "middle
class". Ironically, these turned over to the Republicans now, which were always
the "big money donor" party. Political norms change and that is especially
because jews don't really give a fuck to keep up many appearances anymore.

As time goes, it appears people are strangely flocking into a more general
understanding of what the NWO or Jewish Globalism is trying to do, and despite
of wings, they are forming a sort of resistance point.

Jews had considerable control on how the "general mass" that followed the "right
and left" was before in the past, but now, there is chaos on that also. This to me
appears like a very creative chaos. So they cannot exactly control what shows up
anymore. Left used to be the jewish atheists, for example, and right wingers the
dumb Zionist xians, however now, the death of xianity has as a result many
atheists on the right. The fact that both of the left and right have violated heavily



on freedom of speech, has many people on both left and right, thinking about
freedom of speech in the future.

As time goes, what will form out of this, is basically an apolitical mass of people
that will simply hate the jewish agenda. One example of this is how many people,
left and right, did hate the lockdown.

Eventually, what this amounts to, is basically, to put it simply, Jewish Globalism
vs Humanity. As the enemy progresses with pressing agendas, people will start
seeing that fighting in such stupid ways is a waste of energy, especially when the
enemy is preparing to sabotage everyone, despite of their political inclination.

For example, the enemy censoring everything or 10 dudes controlling all the
wealth supply of the planet, is something that is concerning to all, not just people
of one political platform. The same goes for agendas such as trying to enslave
the planet or turn humans into Borgs, or trap people in a global satellite based
surveillance system like Elon is attempting to do. If these things happen, the
muppet show of right and left [which Hitler understood and combatted in
Germany] will end, especially in the face of these great freedom disasters that
the enemy is preparing.

This year has been extremely painful for the enemy and their public image is
shattered heavily. Too many people understood where this whole "Pandemic"
thing was going. At the same time, this dragged down the economy and
everything else, which, unironically so, was climbing and doing better during
Trump. Given the jews have had a shortage of effects from direct attacks to
Trump to bring him to stop doing things that cost jews [RTR effects], the so called
"Pandemic" was rallied and advertised so hard [media hype] which crashed a lot
of things Trump attempted to create during the Presidency.

Recently, I was reading that this virus tends to be more "Threatening" to those
who have overwhelming Neanderthal DNA. Jews, in many researches, especially
those of the past, have been presented as having a big amount of Neanderthal
blood. We know the jews haven't evolved naturally, but they display the so called
"Neanderthal" features, such as the foreheads and the rest of the goblinoid traits
that involve a lot of mixing, which probably includes what we call "Neanderthal".

https://www.theguardian.com/science/202 ... udy-claims

It is not a coincidence the Coronavirus has swept many Rabbis in Israel, and that
Israel is literally scared to death for this virus. Except of the political aspect ["We
will lockdown ourselves so that the goyim emulates"], they are highly afraid of it
spreading in Israel. Some of the top Rabbis of the enemy have considerable
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amounts of the so called "Neanderthal" blood. As mild as it appears for other
Nations, and in general, Gentiles, many of which pass this as a simple flu with
only a few casualties, Jews for whatever reason appear, except of the agenda
issue, to be rather scared of the so called virus. They have sacrificed all their
holidays just to save their asses from this, but things will escalate for the worse
anyway for them.

Jews are clearly sided with the LOCKDOWN scenario for humanity to forward,
and they want everything humanity has discovered, including forced vaccination,
micro-chipping, enforcing digital currency, and who knows how far the rabbi(t)
hole will go, probably all the way down to Georgia Guidestones if not stopped.
But we have been stopping it and it has been going horribly for them. Israel was
as stupid as to literally go forward and espouse microchipping and all the rest of
the insane things, because of the so called "Lockdown".

This year has been most costly for the enemy on all fronts, and rather damning.

Jews are also rather terrified of a so called "spread" of any virus, including this
one, because simply, even a 0.5% mortality rate of a global spread, would
disproportionately kill many of them. Meanwhile, for most Gentiles, it doesn't
really stick or look like it will be a death scenario.

Observing the history of the jews and their abuse, in general, they never could
give a dime less than about the life of the normal people or the "Goyim". Were
this situation not threatening to the jews in some way, even remotely, they would
be like "Business as usual goyim, it doesn't matter if a Pandemic is going". Even
if a virus killed half the Gentiles of Earth but left jews intact, the jews would never
stop Nations from production and so forth, because of course, profits. But this
time around a virus shows up that somehow threatens Israel even remotely [and
much of its rabbinical elderly population] so they literally halted all the planet and
tried at the same time to impose Globalism because of a whatever mediocre
event. And failing at it while implementing this too.

They are clearly losing control of both the situation, and losing on basically every
front. The bad news is that humanity tends to pay large prices for this, but this is
what happens when spiritual disinfection from ticks begins to take place. The
ticks violently attack the host, until they are completely removed.

All in all they appear to be losing it, and this should only be encouraging news of
bigger and bigger victories.
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